
Make Your Winter Exciting In Gauja National Park

Gauja National Park is the largest and oldest national park in Latvia, which delights visitors in all seasons.

When the park is decorated with thick snow, it turns into a wonderland where you can enjoy the magic of

winter.

In the territory of the Gauja National Park there are several ski slopes and snowboarding resorts, which

are already open and perfect for both experienced skiers and those who are learning.

“Žagarkalns” offers eight tracks of different

difficulty connected to each other - you will find

not only long and smooth slopes ideal for the

beginners, but also dynamic tracks with steeper

sections and sharp turns. For experienced

enthusiasts there is a great snowboarding and

freestyling park.

 ŽAGARKALNS 

A great place to enjoy the longest slopes in

Latvia in a picturesque environment surrounded

by primeval natural. While going up by the ski

lift and then enjoying an exciting descent down a

slope, you can view bushy trees flashing by, the

snowy hill and landscapes that will make you

get authentic natural feelings. 

OZOLKALNS

The City Track is located in the valley of the river

Gauja. You can enjoy physical activities or

unforgettable scenic views here. The most

physically challenging hill, the longest descent,

the widest slope, modern equipment, a

picturesque view–all of this characterizes the

Sigulda City Track.

SIGULDA CITY SKI TRACK

The centre offers artificial and natural snow-

covered trails both for skiing lovers of all ages

and profesional athletes. Tracks are located in a

scenic coniferous forest on elevated terrain with

scenic trails and natural landscapes. The trail

network is expertly groomed for skate and

classic skiing. 

SKI AND BIATHLON CENTRE “CĒSIS”

BEST VIEWS OVER GAUJA VALLEY

In the winter months, the river valley offers great views, hidden in the foliage during the summer months.

There are many trails in the Gauja National Park for exciting and exploratory winter walks, where you can

enjoy the beautiful scenery and breathe in the fresh air.

ENTER TRAIL ROUTES »

OTHER ACTIVITIES

Cecīļi Nature Trails

Enjoy the nature untouched by the human – Dančupīte River

Canyon, Dančupīte Cave, the impressive Cecīļi Rock from the

right bank of Kumada River, Cecīļi Pine, which is one of Latvia’s

secular trees, as well as other objects.

Turaida Museum Reserve and Castle

Enjoy breathtaking views and have a winter walk at the castle

complex and sculpture garden devoted to Latvian folksongs or

visit one of many exhibitions at the museum reserve.

Līgatne Nature Trails, Wild Animals and a Watchtower

On the banks of the Gauja River, in the area rich in wooded glens

more than 5 km long trails are laid where you can observe wild

animals and birds characteristic for the fauna of Latvia. 

Dog Sledging with Dodkepu.lv Huskies

If you have a dream of trying dogsledding, this is where to do it!

Dodkepu.lv is a sled dog sport club that under - takes

professional sport as well as active tourism. We offer a chance to

spend your holidays with our dynamic huskies - for either

families/beginners or professional adventure seekers.

Valmiermuiža Craft Brewery and Stables

During your visit to Valmiermuiža, you can ride or sleigh ride a

horse and see the picturesque surroundings full of ancient

history. Riding takes place in the park located next to the

Valmiermuiža Craft Brewery. Excursions and beer tasting at

Valmiermuiža Craft Brewery.

Tactical Laser Tag Game Centre

The game polygon is located on the territory of the former military

unit, the entire environment for carrying out of exciting games is

kept with a wide selection of mili - tary arsenal. Weapons are

fitted with electronics, using an infrared beam, which makes the

game safe for all participants. 

WHERE TO STAY...

From stately to cozy - overnight stays in the Gauja National Park

Doesn't everyone dream of sleeping in a castle? In the Gauja National Park you can make this wish come

true, because some of the castles and manors offer royal overnight accommodations. If you like it a bit

more bourgeois, you can stay in one of the numerous guest houses and vacation apartments, book a

hotel or pitch your tents on one of the campsites. 

Stay on the right track in the national park – Download Enter Gauja

mobile application to enjoy your visit at the Gauja National park. 

TRAVEL SAFE
Information for travellers to Latvia on the provisions for preventing the spread of COVID-19 HERE

All persons travelling to Latvia must fill out an electronic form on the Covidpass.lv website not

earlier than 48 hours before entering Latvia and provide the requested information concerning

vaccination, testing, or recovery from COVID-19.

Restrictions on entry to Latvia depend on the country the person is travelling from and on whether

the person has been vaccinated, or recovered from COVID-19.

Read the information and entry conditions before traveling HERE.

Enjoy seeing exciting and unique content of nature, adventures and wildlife in Gauja National Park? Follow us on

social media for more!
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